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Volcanic Spreading in Hawaii!
•  Manifestations of volcanic spreading in Hawaii:!

–  Landsliding (seafloor maps, surficial faults, seismic struct)!
–  Outward flank creep (geodetic data, seismic structures)!
–  Earthquakes and slow slip (seismic and geodetic data)!
–  Long term summit subsidence (geodetic data, stratigraphy)!
–  Submarine flank deformation (e.g., frontal benches)!

•  Cumulative record of processes is well preserved!!



Hawaiian Volcanoes - Observations!

Submarine Landslides!
Debris Avalanche Tracks! Kilauea!

Mauna!
Loa!

Oahu –!
Nu’uanu!

Loihi!



Structural Models for Kilauea!

(Denlinger & Okubo, 
1995)!

(Clague & !
Denlinger, 1994)!

• Explains frontal benches!
• Role of cumulates!
>> Volcanic spreading!



Hawaiian Volcanoes - Observations!

Frontal Benches!
-  Generally sub-parallel!
     to volcanic rift zones!



Volcanic Spreading in Hawaii!
•  Manifestations of volcanic spreading in Hawaii:!

–  Landsliding (seafloor maps, surficial faults, seismic struct)!
–  Outward flank creep (geodetic data, seismic structures)!
–  Earthquakes and slow slip (seismic and geodetic data)!
–  Long term summit subsidence (geodetic data, stratigraphy)!
–  Submarine flank deformation (e.g., frontal benches)!

•  Probable drivers over the long term!
–  Gravity & density distribution!
–  Intrusive processes & products!

•  Resisted / modulated by !
–  Internal and basal strengths; material rheology!
–  Volcano interactions!

•  Cumulative record of processes is well preserved!!



Take-Away Points of Talk!
•  Volcano flanks undergo LARGE lateral displacements!
•  Flank displacements accommodated by near-summit 

intrusion & subsidence!
•  Presence of dense magma cumulate within the edifice 

enhances flank displacements and summit subsidence!
–  > Must know distributions and rheologies throughout!

•  Mechanical interactions between volcanic edifices 
influence temporal and spatial patterns of behavior!
–  > Must be understood more fully !

•  Modes of volcanic spreading evolve over time !
–  > Define volcanotectonic stages!

•  System is undeniably 3D!



Kilauea Volcano South Flank!



Structural Models for Kilauea!

Lipman !
(1985)!

Moore and 
Chadwick !

(1995)!

Hill and 
Zucca!
 (1987)!



R/V Ewing 1998 Survey!

Line 2!

(Morgan et al., 2000)!



    - Laterally continuous reflections beneath flank and bench."
    - Reflector divergence and truncation within bench."
    - Back-tilted strata in midslope basin."
    - Buried folds beneath upper slope sediments.!

Midslope Bench and Basin!

(Morgan et al., 
2000)!



    - Laterally continuous reflections beneath flank and bench"
    - Reflector divergence and truncation within bench"
    - Back-tilted strata in midslope basin (volcaniclastics)"
    - Buried folds beneath upper slope sediments!

Midslope Bench and Basin!

(Morgan et al., 
2000)!

Decollement!

thrusts!

Volcaniclastics!



    -  Imbricate thrust sheets of volcaniclastic strata in bench"
    - Tilting of midslope basin sediments; uplift of at least 1.5 km!
    -  Balanced cross section indicates 15 - 24 km displacement!!

Interpretation: Distal Overthrusting!

(Morgan et al., 2000)!



R/V Ewing 1998 Survey!

Line 2!

(Morgan et al., 2000)!

Line 15!

Line 21!



Comparative Structure - Dip Sections!
Central Flank!

Western Flank!

(Morgan et al., 2003)!



Internal Structure of Kilauea South Flank!

(Morgan et al., 2003)!



Observations!
•  Kilauea’s midslope bench is a thick package of 

offscraped volcaniclastic strata.!
•  The active Hilina Slump is a surficial feature 

impinging on and buttressed by the outer bench 
and lateral boundary.!

•  Displacements of 15-24 km in the bench are not 
consistent with slumping, but volcanic spreading.!

•  What are present-day manifestations?!



Volcano Flank Mobility!

(Miklius et al., 2006)!

(Brooks et al., 2005)!

(Phillips et al., 2008)!



Hawaii Island - Large Historic Earthquakes!

Kiholo Bay M 6.7!
(2006/10/15)!

Mahukona M 6.0!
(2006/10/15)!

M 6.2!
(1973/04/26)!

M 7.0!
(1868/03/29)!

Kau M 7.9!
(1868/04/02)!

Kona M 6.9!
(1951/08/21)!

Kalapana M 7.2!
(1975/11/29)!

M 6.1!
(1989/06/25)!



Observations!
•  Kilauea’s midslope bench is a thick package of 

offscraped volcaniclastic strata.!
•  The active Hilina Slump is a surficial feature 

impinging on and buttressed by the outer bench 
and lateral boundary.!

•  Displacements of 15-24 km in the bench are not 
consistent with slumping, but volcanic spreading.!

•  Geodetic displacements and earthquakes define 
present-day evidence for volcanic spreading!

•  What drives /accommodates volcanic spreading?!



Wide-Angle !
Seismic Experiment!

(Park et al., !
2009)!



Seismic Velocity 
Structure!



Geophysical Survey of Hawaii!

Kilauea 
Velocity 
Structure!

(Park et al., !
2009)!



Mauna Loa Velocity Structure!

(Morgan et al., 2010)!



Mauna Loa Cross-sections!

(Morgan et al., 2010)!



Interpretation of Tomography!
•  High velocity features underlie most summits and 

rift zones -> intrusive cumulate bodies!
•  Massive high-velocity body extends north-south in 

Mauna Loa’s southeastern flank -> old rift zone!!
–  Abandoned after building large edifice!
–  Incised and eroded to form Ninole Hills!
–  Extends offshore where sampled!

•  Substantial intrusions consistent with cumulative 
volcanic spreading !



Seismicity & Velocity Structure!

(Park et al., 2007)!

•  High velocities and aseismicity correlate w/ hot cumulate!
•  Seismicity fringes high Vp bodies, denoting outward push!
•  Displacement cut-offs relate to high Vp zones, offshore uplift!

Displacement!
Cut-off!

Displacement!
Cut-off!



Interpretation of Tomography!
•  High velocity features underlie most summits and 

rift zones -> intrusive cumulate bodies!
•  Massive high-velocity body extends north-south in 

Mauna Loa’s southeastern flank -> old rift zone!!
–  Abandoned after building large edifice!
–  Incised and eroded to form Ninole Hills!
–  Extends offshore where sampled!

•  Substantial intrusions consistent with cumulative 
volcanic spreading !

•  Cumulates must help to drive spreading:!
–  Dense ductile cumulates flow outward within flanks!
–  Push flanks seaward; summit extension & subsidence!



Deformation Modes for Volcanic Spreading!

•  Intrusion, cumulate deposition (e.g., Clague & Denlinger, 1994)!
•  Outward spreading driven by growth and cumulate flow!

–  Axial extension and subsidence!
–  Flank creep!

•  Frictional sliding on basal decollement!
–  Large earthquakes, streaks, and transient slip!
–  Builds frontal bench over time!

•  Surficial landsliding, sometimes catastrophic!

Cumulate!
flow!

Summit !
subsidence!
& extension! Flank!

creep!
Coseismic!
landsliding!

Frictional sliding!

Bench growth!
& collapse??!



What causes volcanic spreading?"
What limits it?!

•  Magmatic intrusion (e.g., Swanson et al., 1976)!

•  Gravitational settling (e.g., Delaney et al., 1998)!

•  Cumulate flow (e.g., Clague & Denlinger, 1994)!

•  All of the above (e.g., Dieterich, 1988; others)!

•  Carry out simple particle dynamics experiments!
–  Gravitational settling, without intrusion!



Discrete Element Method, "
a.k.a., Particle Dynamics "

(Cundall and Strack, 1979)!

Advantages of DEM:!
- Frictional elastic constitutive behavior!

- Allows heterogeneous and discontinuous deformation. !
- Correlate behavior with physical & mechanical properties.!

- Constitutive behavior is a result, not an assumption.!



Experimental Design!

• Particles in the sandpile have 
constant µint  of 0.6 (i.e., 
Byerlee’s law), no cohesion.!

• Basal friction, µbas  and cohesion, 
C0  are variable parameters; may 
vary along substrate length.!

Build “volcanic sandpiles” by raining particles onto a 
rigid planar surface under gravity.  As they settle on the 
pile, particles add to the gravitational load.!

end!



Morphology!
- Outward dipping strata.!
-  Angle of repose slopes.!
!
Structure!
- Particle avalanching.!
- Rare shallow faults.!

Stress Field!
- !22 follows slopes.!
-  !11 ~ 0.50-0.60* !22.!
-  Compressive stress !
   dips increasingly !
   outward w/ distance.!

Cohesive !
Substrate!

(Morgan & McGovern, 
2006a)!



Basal Traction Stresses & Stress Ratio!

Cohesive!

- Symmetrically distributed compressive normal stress.!
-  Antisymmetric shear stress; zero beneath axis.!
- Stress ratio increases outward, with non-slip condition.!

(Morgan & McGovern, 
2006b)!



Morphology!
- Outward dipping strata.!
-  Beds deflect at edges.!
!
Structure!
- Particle avalanching.!
- Shallow slumps.!

Stress Field!
- !22 follows slopes.!
-  !11 ~ 0.50-0.60* !22.!
-  Compressive stress !
   dips increasingly !
   outward w/ distance.!

Strong !
Substrate!

(Morgan & McGovern, 
2006a)!



Morphology!
-  Inward dipping strata.!
-  Small flank synclines.!
-  Concave up slopes.!
!
Structure!
- Deep-seated faults.!
- Décollement slip.!

Stress Field!
- !22&!11 follow slopes.!
-  Compressive stress !
   remains subvertical.!

Intermediate !
Substrate!

(Morgan & McGovern, 
2006a)!



Morphology!
- Inward dipping strata.!
-  Axial syncline.!
-  Concave up slopes.!
!
Structure!
- Axial normal faults.!
-  Extensive décollement !
   slip.!

Weak !
Substrate!

Stress Field!
-  !22&!11 follow slopes.!
-  !11 high along edges.!
-  Compressive stress !
   is subvertical, except  !
   at walls.!

(Morgan & McGovern, 
2006a)!



Basal Traction Stresses & Edifice Structure!

µ
bas
= 0.3

µ
bas
= 0.2

µ
bas
= 0.1

Strong:!
-  steep slopes!
-  shallow flts!

Intermediate:!
-  int. slopes!
-  deep-seated 

landslides!

Weak:!
-  low slopes!
-  volcanic 

spreading!



Model Comparisons & Layer Displacements!

  - Cohesive base: Surficial avalanching,  inactive decollement     !
  - Strong base: Shallow slumping, distal decollement slip!
  - Intermediate base: Deep-seated landsliding & decollement slip!
  - Weak base: Subsidence & full gravitational spreading!



Model Comparisons & Layer Displacements!

  - Cohesive base: oldest strata buried by younger flows  !
  - Strong base: some deep layers exposed along distal flanks!
  - Intermediate base: oldest strata found at depth & distal flanks!
  - Weak base: displacements greatest for oldest strata!



Higher Resolution – Similar Results!

Strong Decollement! Weak Decollement!



Coulomb Rheology !

Edifice deformation occurs when both failure conditions met:!
  !- stress ratio along base = µbas!

!- !int= 30!

Cohesive!
substrate!

Strong!
substrate!

Intermediate!
substrate!

Weak!
substrate!

(Morgan and McGovern, 2006b)!



Critical Coulomb Volcanoes!

-  Upper flanks at “limiting taper” for !
  gravitational spreading for µint and  !
  µbas.!
!
-  Lower flanks have stable taper, and !
  slide outward without internal !
  deformation.!

-  Surface slopes at !
  equilibrium!

-  Stress ratio along !
  base limited by µbas.!

(e.g., Davis et al., 1983; Dahlen, 1984)!



Comparative Volcanic Structure!

Canary Islands - Shallow slump detachments, slope failure, 
and debris avalanching.!
Hawaii (& Olympus Mons?) - Basal sliding; near summit 
high angle faults, and distal overthrusting.!

(Morgan and McGovern, 2005a)!



Effects of Cohesive Perimeter (µbas =  0.1)!
 !

distal!
overthrusting !

axial!
subsidence!

shallow and!
deep faults!distal!

overthrusting !



Summary - PD Simulations!
•  Strength of decollement controls mode of deformation!

–  High basal resistance --> particle avalanching!
–  Low basal resistance --> volcano subsidence, lateral spreading!
–  Cohesive perimeters --> distal overthrusting & uplift!

•  Surface slopes and geometry of internal normal faults are 
well predicted by Critical Coulomb Wedge Theory!
–  Upper flanks at limiting taper for gravitational spreading!
–  Lower flanks slide stably with inherited slopes!

•  Different degrees of gravitational spreading explain wide 
range of observed volcanic deformation structures!

•  Does cumulate matter?!



Role of Cumulate!
Constant particle density 2500 kg/m3! Cumulate particle density 3300 kg/m3!

•  Deformation distributed throughout!
•  Moderate flank displacements!
•  Surface slopes nearly planar!

•  Deformation localized at base!
•  Enhanced subsidence & flank disp!
•  Surface slopes convex up (shield)!

(Farrell, 2009)!



Summary - PD Simulations!
•  Strength of decollement controls mode of deformation!

–  High basal resistance --> particle avalanching!
–  Low basal resistance --> volcano subsidence, lateral spreading!
–  Cohesive perimenters --> distal overthrusting & uplift!

•  Surface slopes and geometry of internal normal faults are 
well predicted by Critical Coulomb Wedge Theory!
–  Upper flanks at limiting taper for gravitational spreading!
–  Lower flanks slide stably with inherited slopes!

•  Different degrees of gravitational spreading explain wide 
range of observed volcanic deformation structures!

•  The presence of ductile (and dense) cumulate enhances 
summit subsidence and flank spreading!
–  > Contributes to volcanic spreading, modes & rates!



Mauna Loa - Kilauea Interaction!

The younger Kilauea volcano grows upon Mauna Loa’s 
flank edifice.  The two volcanoes buttress each other….!



Edifice Interaction!
Test L22C (µbas = 0.1, µint = 0.60)! Test L25C (µbas = 0.1, µint = 0.60)!

Pile 1! Pile 2!
Pile 1!

Pile 2!



Edifice Interaction!
Test L22C (µbas = 0.1, µint = 0.60)! Test L25C (µbas = 0.1, µint = 0.60)!

The right flank of pile 1 is partitioned: 
upper flank is buttressed; the lower flank 
is entrained by pile 2.!

The right flank of pile 1 is essentially 
fully buttressed by pile 2.!

Pile 1! Pile 2!
Pile 1!

Pile 2!



Edifice Interaction!
Pile 2 grows high on 
flank of pile 1:!
-> contributes to 
outward spreading.!

Pile 2 grows in middle 
of flank of pile 1:!
-> modulates outward 
spreading.!

Pile 2 grows low on 
flank of pile 1:!
-> counters outward 
spreading.!



Mauna Loa - Kilauea Interaction!



Mauna Loa - Kilauea Interaction!

•  Kilauea volcano impedes southeastward spreading 
of Mauna Loa!

•  Kilauea also entrains the distal strata of Mauna Loa 
into its sliding flank (exposes in frontal bench)!

•  Subsidence of Kilauea into underlying Mauna Loa 
flank masks the true volume of the younger edifice!



Primary Controls on Volcanic Spreading!
•  1st-order control provided by basal boundary conditions!

–  Weak -> deep-seated spreading, low slopes and summit 
subsidence!

–  Strong -> steeper slopes and surficial landsliding!
•  2nd-order control provided by dense, ductile cumulate 

core (relates to magma production & thermal history)!
–  Drives unsteady flank creep, and loads elastic flank for 

earthquakes!
•  3rd-order control from rare landslides (event triggered)!

–  May unpin volcano flanks, allowing renewed spreading!
•  Combination of processes and feedbacks may explain 

why Hawaiian volcanoes grow so large!!!



Take-Away Points of Talk!
•  Volcano flanks undergo LARGE lateral displacements!
•  Flank displacements accommodated by near-summit 

intrusion & subsidence!
•  Presence of dense magma cumulate within the edifice 

enhances flank displacements and summit subsidence!
–  > Must know distributions and rheologies throughout!

•  Mechanical interactions between volcanic edifices 
influence temporal and spatial patterns of behavior!
–  > Must be understood more fully !

•  Modes of volcanic spreading evolve over time !
–  > Define volcanotectonic stages!

•  System is undeniably 3D, models should reflect that!



Hawaiian"
Volcano-
Tectonic 
Stages!

Loihi!

Kilauea!

Kilauea – Mauna Loa!

Mauna Loa – Nu’uanu!



Diamond Head, Oahu!
(December 31, 2000)!

Thank You!!



Mauna Loa’s "
West Flank!

•  Large submarine landslide 
complex!

•  Detached from ML west flank!
•  Entrained in seaward 

spreading and overthrusting!

(Morgan et al., 2007)!



Geometry of the Active Hilina Slump!

    - Shallow slump, restricted to upper northwest flank."
    - Shows upslope subsidence, downslope convergence.     !
    - At least 3 km of downslope displacement at seafloor!!

(Morgan et al., 2003)!



Hawaii!

South Kona 
Landslide 
Complex!

Hilina 
Slump!

Nu’uanu & Wailau 
Debris Avalanches!

Oahu & Molokai!

Hawaiian Morphology!

•  Submarine landslides , debris 
avalanche tracks, and frontal 
benches!



•  Bouguer gravity anomaly above 
interpreted Ninole rift zone. 

•  Similar in magnitude to that above 
Loihi rift zone, with similar depth 
velocity anomaly. 

•  Submarine sample geo-
chemistry matches SWRZ 
lavas (Garcia et al, 1991). 

•  Also moderately high sulfur 
 -> Submarine erupted! (Lipman et al., 2002) 



Evolving 
Interpretations!


